THE POWER
TO PERFORM

VOTEX IS THE RESPONSIBLE
CHOICE
Since 1922 Votex has been the leading Dutch manufacturer of machines used
for the management and maintenance of public green spaces. Votex is also a
household name in the European agriculture horticultural.

Votex has a long history of developing and producing the most highlyspecialised machinery for use in the most diverse conditions.

Votex is leading when it comes to innovation. Votex was the first company to
introduce a rotary mower back in 1956. In 1971 it launched the first Dutch flail
mower onto the market. Votex is busy with innovation in other areas, too. The
Votex factory uses the latest manufacturing methods, and, of course Votex
wants to minimise its impact on the environment.

Votex machines are reliable. They are developed with care and constructed by
enthusiastic, experienced personell who know their trade. Leaving nothing to
chance, Votex uses only high-quality materials. It relies exclusively on
technologies that has proven itself to work in practice, which offers an even
greater degree of assurance. This translates into robust machines with a
reputation for quality.

Votex makes it possible for any type of surface to be maintained using
machines that have been produced sustainably.
Once you choose Votex, you will always choose Votex.

MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
IN ALL CIRCUMSTANCES
The Votex machines have been developed to ensure safe and responsible
operation, whether you are actively managing verges, ditches or working in
gardens and parks. You are assured of the best end result at the most
favourable costs.
Professionals in over 35 countries are working with Votex: powerful machines
that perform at their maximum even under the most extreme conditions.

The Power to Perform also means that every aspect is being considered in the
development process: reliability, a long service life and low maintenance costs
are characteristics of all Votex machines. If you want to be prepared for the
future, Votex machines are your best choice.

However, even the best machines sometimes need maintenance. In that case,
you can rely on servicing and supply of spare parts which are made available
through Votex’s dealer network.
Our dealers have the expertise to get your machine quickly back in top
condition. They work exclusively with original spare parts that meet the right
specifications and therefore extend the service life of your machine. If you
experience a malfunction, we will quickly get you back on track. Original spare
parts are always available from stock within 24 hours.

Our dealers will be happy to advise you on what machine is suitable for your
activities. Regardless whether you need a flail mower, wood chipper, blower,
debris loaders or vacuum trailer.

THE BEST RESULT, ANYWHERE,
ANYTIME
Votex offers flail mowers for verges, ditch sides and embankments that
operate at their maximum even under extreme mowing conditions. That starts
with a well thought-out design, the result of years of experience and specific
product knowledge. For example, Votex gearboxes have been developed to
provide a high power output, while minimising noise. Thanks to the application
of innovative technology and the use of high-quality materials, you can count
on a long service life.

Most flail mowers are equipped with an ECOMOW® cutting head. This large
cutting head has an enlarged inlet and outlet. This enables the grass and
weeds to move more smoothly through the machine, increasing the mowing
speed and reducing the power demand. This also leaves the clippings longer,
which facilitates cleaning-up.

Votex side flail mowers are equipped with a specially developed spring
assembly, which ensure the flail mower to safely break out when hitting an
obstacle. This prevents damage to the object and the machine.

Cutting heads have been designed to be torsionally stiff, ensuring quiet,
vibration-free operation. Whichever design or type you choose, they will do the
job.

Votex offers a wide range of flail mowers that are suitable for all tractor
brands. You can choose from the front, side or rear of the tractor. The flail
mowers have a varying width, from 120 cm up to 310 cm.

LEADING IN TURF AND
GROUNDCARE
For public gardens, sports fields, golf courses and recreation parks Votex offers
blowers, suction units and vacuum trailers in its product range. Thanks to their
small size, their low net weight and low power requirements, these machines
can be used even in the most vulnerable areas. Despite their compact design,
the machines deliver maximum performance.

You will clearly recognise the Votex features on these machines, too: robust
construction, wear resistant materials and smart features that make for
optimal user comfort. They guarantee many years of enjoyable and troublefree use.

When it comes to blowers, Votex offers a comprehensive range. You can choose
anything from push blowers to PTO blowers; from hydraulic to motor blowers.
The smaller blowers are suitable for compact tractors and ideally suited for
work in and around sports fields. The larger blowers have been specifically
developed for the professional user to collect leaves and litter simultaneously.
Another reason to choose Votex is that the noise level of its machines is
considerably lower than that of other brands. This benefits both the customer
and the environment.

Votex offers an equally wide range when it comes to suction units and vacuum
trailers. For example, we offer a suction unit that can be easily mounted on a
trailer or a pick-up; a suction unit that can be attached to your tractor, and a
range of vacuum trailers with a loading capacity ranging from 4.5 to 11 cubic
metres.

MINIMUM MAINTENANCE,
MAXIMUM EFFORT
Votex has constructed high-quality agricultural machinery for decades. Votex
has always put a premium on maximum quality when designing its machines
– and this translates into a long, trouble-free service life and low maintenance
costs.

With a broad base of satisfied customers, Votex mowers are among the best in
their field. A Votex mower is a mower that you can trust. Need to mow green
manures or ditch slope sides? Votex has the perfect mower for you. And, of
course, you can choose from a range of sizes.

Votex has developed a series of machines especially for market gardeners and
fruit growers that pulverise wood trimmings with a diameter of up to 10 cm.
The shredders are suitable for front and trailed mounting, or even for both.
These compact machines are available with a operating width from 80 to 250
cm.
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